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ANNEE SOURCE RELATIF CONJONCTION ENONCE

2007 NatGeog
  to go! You head over to SeaWorld to take in the orca show, WHERE your front-row seat means you get soaked when Shamu makes 
a spectacular leap! You

2008 Atlanta
  , heads south to Auburn Avenue, then east to the King historic site, WHERE a rally follows the parade's completion. 1 p.m. Jan. 
21. Free

2006NAJPsychology
  tentative. # Knowledge of the own-race bias has been crucial in the legal system WHERE the possibility of identification errors is 
likely (e.g., Barkowitz &; Brigham, 1982

2012OrganicGarden
  , a woman released her grandson's three pet GALS -- transported from Hawaii, WHERE they've been established since the late 1930s 
-- in her Miami garden. Officials

2008MothersWishAmerican
  fighting of seventh graders on the playground of the Woodrow Wilson Junior High School, WHERE she has been vice principal 
since she was thirteen. Nothing gets a vice person

2010 CNN_Grace
  which allowed too many people to come in that day unnoticed. No attendance policy WHERE they can notify someone to let 
them know the child was missing. And even

2010 USCatholic
  writers today call the women deacons of the early church " deaconesses, " even WHERE ancient literary or epigraphical 
(tombstone) references specifically call them " deacons. "

2013 k:MiddleCNovel
  # They had reached London by then, WHERE Joseph was born Yussel, and WHERE his father finally got a job printing leaflets for 
the army; leaflets that were

2011 ABC_20/20
  Ishpeming. NEV-SCHULMAN-1PHO# Keep it a little more subtle, guys. JAY-SCHADLER-1-AB# (Voiceover) The gallery WHERE 
Abby's painting were said to have hung, is empty, but the street

2009 SouthwestRev
  the intersection, the west side and its trees across the river and the courtyard WHERE young black boys played their music. An 
old man dozed on a chair,

2013 WashPost
  effects. They can cause muscle stiffness, tremor and something called tardive dyskinesia, WHERE muscles in the face or limbs 
move uncontrollably. But the belief - my belief

2010 AmSpect
  administration. Peru released the former Tupac Amaru radical Miss Lori Berenson from prison, WHERE she had served 15 years of 
a 20-year sentence for a string of violence on

2011 SanFranChron
  Berkeley. She's passionate about mentoring, taking on graduate students from Yale, WHERE she also teaches. And she's in her 
sixth and last year as president

2011 PR_TalkNation
  miles, 20 kilometers, and then there is an area of 30 kilometers, WHERE they're asking people to stay inside to - in the event 
that there's

2009 Redbook
  when Lilly Ledbetter started her job at a Goodyear Tire &; Rubber Company plant, WHERE she stayed for the next 20 years. In 
1998, Ledbetter found an anonymous

2009adChiliHapLeonard   aside with the back of his hand, knocked it twisting to the ground, WHERE it did a kind of dance on two legs, regained its footing, then

2013 SewaneeRev   sun weren't good for East Texans Hke us. We needed to get back WHERE the grass burrs were. " Wbat do you tbink. Mama? " I

2008 SatEvenPost
  keep. They can take your job... " Winkler joined Ivy Tech Community College WHERE he'd also served on the board. These days 
he's executive director of

2012 USAToday
  Wall Street so he could stay closer to his children. He describes Nebraska, WHERE for two years he lived in an Embassy Suites at 
the doorstep of the stadium

Données extraites du COCA



2008 Bioscience   are consistent with EBM objectives (Hutton and Leader-Williams 2003, Hilborn 2007). WHERE information allows, exploring and 
modifying alternative approaches through scenario modeling and experimentation, monitoring

2008Bk:BeMyBabies   Gardner. " // Simon tracked her gaze. " I'm not quite sure WHERE he is today. " // " Is he out on a story? "

2015 KenyonRev   They haven't decided yet if he can fly, because they're not sure WHERE the sister has to go. For now, it' s enough that she

2013 NewRepublic
  (twenty-five) is being hailed as the latest new talent. # Russia, WHERE ballet probably matters more than anywhere else in the 
world, might have joined the

2015 FantasySciFi
  who were lifelong friends had their slaves row them across the Mississippi to Louisiana, WHERE they breakfasted in the 
classic manner, with pistols for two, coffee for one

2009 :SpellRevolution   , but he hadn't seen a need and he hated to risk doing magic WHERE he might be caught. # He stepped cautiously inside. # " Hello!

2013 STLouis
  including Kenya, WHERE drought and hunting are killing Grevy's zebras; Peru, WHERE overfishing, coastal development and 
toxic seepage from underwater natural gas pipelines are wiping out

2011 SouthernLiv
  was a working street with seafood factories, hardware stores, and industrial laundries, WHERE family owners lived above 
the business. If it was not a melting pot,

2015 Pittsburgh
  regions with shale gas development or an efficient way to evaluate background conditions in areas WHERE drilling is likely to 
begin. Rivers are natural collectors for groundwater, so if

2008 Newsweek
  from Virginia, retiring after six terms, remembers this Senate as a close-knit family WHERE a new senator had a big brother and 
his wife had a big sister.

2015 ewEnglandRev
  beyond the red molten lines of the meteorological map. The poor holed up right WHERE they dwelled and waited. As if there 
were any other choice. Sleeping on

2010 Analog
  all the way across its width and perhaps a third of the way back, WHERE an inside wall showed hallways and doors leading to 
what must be living quarters and

2008 AmerArtist
  onsite. " I prefer starting this way instead of blindly copying a photograph, WHERE the camera has already made the decisions, " 
he says. The artist not

2008 USAToday
  Both are addressing that issue. // Balance sheets expected to improve // Delta, WHERE operating costs and performance 
have improved significantly as a result of its bankruptcy reorganization,

2009 TwoYearsNoRain
  " Hillary was born in London and grew up between there and Hong Kong, WHERE her family had business. Her prep school accent 
was sublime. # " Do

2012 :Archive17Novel
  loaded back onto the trucks and the convoy continued to the vicinity of Hochlinde, WHERE the corpses were dumped in the 
woods and shot with German weapons. The bodies

2011 LiteraryRev   found out. " # She sighs, tempted to run out of the house WHERE he can't effectively follow her. Outdoors, he can't stay in a

2015 PBS
  the final shoe dropped on a controversial oil pipeline, to the campaign trail, WHERE Ben Carson and Jeb Bush are both on 
the defensive, oh, and good

2015 CBS
  legislative proposals in this State of the Union, also a lot of executive actions WHERE we can help middle-class families 
right now. SCHIEFFER# Raising taxes always get the headline

2010 Chicago
  # Before these garments deteriorate any further, donate them to your local historical society WHERE they will be preserved as a 
part of your community's cultural history. #



2009RecContempFic
  , when one observed: there - pointing to the sea- is a green pasture WHERE our children's grand-children will go for bread. " - 
Obed Macy's History

2007 ABAJournal
  is headquartered, but also in the employee's country of residence or the country WHERE he was working at the time he was let 
go. LEARNING TOO LATE #

2009 Style
  indignation about the cats and his disappointment after the destruction of the Jewish toy store WHERE his mother buys the 
drums (259ff.). Here, the dissociation between

2012 ForeignAffairs
  have to act more strategically, picking the technologies they deploy, and the locations WHERE they place them, in ways that 
make more economic sense. As renewable power

2011 Houston
  worn by a fashionable teen scoping out the colorful blooms in the bakery wing, WHERE a flower cart seems to be more 
about atmospherics than commerce. I've overheard

2006 Style
  the first. The range interpretation of DNEs is even clearer in examples 2-4, WHERE the interval between m and n is greater than I. 
For example, sentence 2

2013GettysburgRev
  once painted yellow -- her favorite color when she was nine -- now the room WHERE the mother closed the heat register and 
stored the dozen or so varieties of cookies

2013 SouthernRev
  , like the other dogs might disappear in his absence. His neck is raw WHERE he pulls against the lead. One leap hits the handle at 
a freakishly correct

2013 AntiochRev
  nearby hill. A woods began there and ended in a clearing at the top WHERE an elementary school stood on the grounds of a 
vanished dairy farm. A fence

2007 NN_Newsroom
  We call them CNN heroes. And tonight, we take you to Afghanistan, WHERE a makeup artist has returned home to help the women 
of his country build a

2012hereWeBelongNovel   on. Really? " Peter asks, a trace of surrender in his voice WHERE I'd hoped to hear urgency. He was always so controlled, so measured

2011 TeachLibrar
  with comfortable seating to highlight some of the books on shelves. In the area WHERE the shelves were removed, a 
multimedia learning environment was created by installing a SMART

2011 NaturalHist
  .) # Butterfly collectors fan out on the talus slope. Teamwork pays off WHERE the terrain makes running difficult. # About one 
o'clock in the afternoon we decided

2013 GolfMag
  walking us along the club's eastern boundary to the end of Clyde Street, WHERE the old Ouimet house still stands. " Francis and 
his brother used to play

2009 Fox_Baier
  , it's no guarantee indictments will follow. Experts say intelligence cases, especially WHERE government legal advice is involved, 
are very hard to prosecute. MARK-MACDOUGALL-F: If

2010 :BetrayerWorlds
  and hints of metallic clanking. Over the plain below, in the far distance WHERE jungle still hid the road, a cloud of brown dust 
now hovered. Their

2011 SouthernRev
  bigger than both of the teals. They pack up and get into the flatboat WHERE it's been tied to the blind under the grasses. When 
they get to

2013 CNN
  . And in August, unfortunately, sort of easing back down to 170,000. WHERE that graph goes after that, in September, of course, 
we don't

2013PolSciQuarterly
  their own constitution, " TR declared at the Progressives' convention, " and WHERE their agents differ in the interpretation of 
the constitution, the people themselves should be

2010 Bicycling
  pounds lighter. The Empire's weight hindered its performance at Fontana, California-a track WHERE the rider must accelerate 
quickly out of multiple tight turns. Those extra pounds made



2007HarpersBazaar
  We love it the whole time. " Their apartment is a creators paradise, WHERE the smallest bit of inspiration (a bicycle wheel, a sketch, 
a portrait

2007 Fortune
  such as Charles Schwab.) Sarah Ketterer is CEO of Causeway Capital Management, WHERE she pilots the International Value 
fund (CIVVX), up 18.6% for the five

2008 BS_FaceNation   and certainly raised her kids, and is now at a point in her life WHERE she can serve this state and be a part of the Senate at a time

2015 NatGeog
  Dust Bowl years they lost the family farm in Oklahoma and moved to California, WHERE Craig was born. Some 2.5 million people 
left the Great Plains in the 1930s

2014 STLouis
  buses pull up at The Bridge and provide rides back to the rec center, WHERE Forland and his crew are waiting. The city's 
homeless population stands at 1,423

2014 eavingTimeNovel
  went every day, when they took a rest, WHERE they ate, and WHERE they drank. Babies were raised and protected by all the 
female relatives in the

2012 PBS
  She returned safely and lived out the remainder of her days at the Smithsonian, WHERE she died this week. Read the whole story 
at Lunch in the Lab.

2008 CSMonitor
  pushed the US Treasury to bail out mortgage giants Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, WHERE mounting losses and a loss of 
investor confidence put their ability to maintain operations at

2009 Commentary
  , to a Goodman Theater production of Death of a Salesman, to Steppenwolf, WHERE they saw Lady Macbeth deliver her 
monologue in the nude. Afterward, she and

2014 USAToday
  placed it just inside the entrance to his office in Arkansas' football facility, WHERE visitors can't miss it. And although it's 
more whimsical kitsch than a

2013 Ploughshares   ? " " Not really. " Though he missed her body too -- fleshy WHERE Sybil's was lithe. He missed all the women. Their waists and their

2010 TeachLibrar
  groups. It is a project space; a learning space; a busy space WHERE the teacher-librarian connects with the classroom but also 
pushes beyond it. By complementing the

2009Bk:LastDickens
  . From there, the traders would transport the opium for sale to China, WHERE it was illegal but still in great demand. The trade 
was enormously profitable for

2015 Poetry
  from breaking through. Yesterday a kestrel landed on a jardinire by the kitchen window WHERE I was making tea. This was a flash, 
an instant, a freeze-frame

2010 SanFranChron
  creative. " # In 1969, he was sent to Washington, D.C., WHERE he was rector at St. Columba's. There he became friends with 
George H.W.

2007 NBC_Today
  full-surround heat. Dr-SNYDERMAN: Mm-hmm. LAUER: It's -- you know, WHERE you feel like you could at any second break out into 
a sweat all over

2009 CNN_Misc   -- KING: Work. HUDSON: -- in January. I start a film WHERE I play a girl that's dying of cancer. KING: Really? Oh

2015 PCWorld
  when you suddenly realize your Android phone or iPhone isn't safe in your pocket WHERE it should be? # Sure, features like " Find 
my iPhone " on

2011 Fox_Susteren
  VAN-SUSTEREN: You named Bachmann, Santorum and Perry as being not like Romney and Gingrich WHERE they have had 
different, or obvious difference views on important issues. Why do

2012 CNN
  their business. Now it's a completely different story in one of the suburbs WHERE for the last couple of hours I've heard heavy 
shelling continuously like every 30



2011 CNN_Behar
  , when somebody insults your kid, it probably helps you to figure out really WHERE you stand on something. BEHAR: Exactly. 
Exactly. It's like don't

2013 Prevention
  she says. Remarkably even now, she does the cooking in her Bengaluru home WHERE she lives with her pathologist husband. " I 
have to be organised so I

2015 k:Superposition
  . # We climbed the three steps from the landing to the living room, WHERE my daughter Claire sat curled by the fire doing her 
math homework, her blond

2011 Newsweek
  , says U.S. officials originally had concerns about " how you use the bomb, WHERE you use the bomb. These could be used in 
civilian areas because Hamas and

2013 dolAdultLiteracy
  on the former without working on the latter. And in Shelley's classroom, WHERE learning to be scientifically literate was 
entwined with learning to be a published author of

2013 Austin
  results have been clear at New Tech. Since its opening, the school - WHERE the student body is 86 percent minority and more 
than half of the students come

2007 NPR_TellMore
  one of a - I like to think of it as a tossed salad, WHERE each individual component has its own unique characteristics. But 
together they make a beautiful

2009 Denver
  want to be there for him, but I want to be in the background WHERE I keep the wheels running, " she said. # The bankruptcy 
meant long

2014 NewRepublic
  catalogue on Matisse' s process. This is reflected in the wall labels, WHERE visitors are told that Matisse' s " vibrantly colored 
shapes migrated within and between

2010 PhysicalEduc
  phase of the peripheral vision training includes mine-game. Mine-game is a type of training WHERE the soccer player practices 
a situation of the match of accordance with the model of

2011OrganicGarden
  the well and stagger across the garden to pour the water into the cistern, WHERE it must warm to air temperature before it 
is scooped out again to water the

2008 SportBehavior
  the service box to the backline of the service box and then in five feet WHERE it then returned to the intersection of the net and 
the right hand edge of

2014 MusicEduc
  integral part of the event.This model, which emphasizes musician autonomy in small groups, WHERE music is learned 
primarily through aural means and concerts are interactive shows, works well

2008 Chicago
  . // That's according to newly released records in Berrien County, Mich., WHERE Jones shot himself in the head last September on 
a beach near property he owned

2010 Cosmopolitan
  it shows up on their palms, soles of their feet, and nails, WHERE there is less melanin. Sunscreens Don't Work Well on Dark Skin 
All sunscreens

2013 USAToday
  Describe Roger and Joan's complicated relationship: " They've always had a relationship WHERE they could tell each other the 
truth. It didn't necessarily mean they could

2008 SchoolCounsel
  for confidentiality with parents' desire for information about their children in Section B.2(a), WHERE PSCs are directed to " 
inform parents/guardians of the counselor's role with emphasis on

2012k:HighlandLover
  did not want the wicked weather to plunge the earl into the ice-cold sea, WHERE he might drown before others could reach him. 
# However, Henry could swim

2012 CNN_Grace   Beatles. UNIDENTIFIED-FEMAL: And while we know prescription drugs were found in the hotel room WHERE Whitney 
Houston died. UNIDENTIFIED-MALE: Extremely compelling for physicians to give (INAUDIBLE) end suffering.



2015 ArtBulletin   would require. The development and construction of the paintings point to a workshop setting WHERE multiple trained painters 
of Buddhist subjects and copyists of Buddhist texts executed a consistent style

2009 WashPost
  " # On most Saturdays, I go to a different church holiday bazaar, WHERE someone is always selling faith-based 
scrapbooking materials. They're selling nutritious smoothie mixes boxed

2014 CNN
  working with technology a lot to help me make the most objective thing possible, WHERE the gesture is mine. The value of art 
doesn't come from the monetary

2013 Bioscience
  affected by subsurface ice, such as groundwater-influenced areas and deep, ice-covered pools, WHERE they stayed until spring. 
These refugia were considered less-preferred winter habitats, because the

2007 SanFranChron
  second stop of a trip that also took him to the Norwegian city Spitsbergen, WHERE the effects of climate change can be witnessed 
in the form of the Arctic region

2013 NatGeog
  to the Roman sites: the ancient Greek stronghold of Cyrene, a crucial breadbasket WHERE the ruins of an amphitheater and a 
brawny 2,500-year-old Temple of Zeus suggest an era

2013k:AnOldBetrayal
  depths of his prepared remarks, Lenox's eyes kept flitting to the side door WHERE Frabbs would appear. Catching himself at it 
once too often, he smiled:

2014 STLouis
  beat N.C. State in Raleigh Dec. 28. Now he's back on the floor WHERE he played for two seasons. In Barbee's first season on 
the bench,

2013 Atlantic
  FROM THE BARREL. # ONE BOURBON MAKER LASHED FIVE BARRELS ON A TRAWLER, WHERE THEY WERE SUBJECTED TO SALT 
AIR, SUN, AND CONSTANT ROCKING. #

2013 SouthernRev
  a small Italian town. We visited the small room, a cellar really, WHERE my grandfather had lived with all his siblings. Our cousins 
fed us strawberry wine

2008 Bk:Trauma
  days we lived in shabby discomfort in a large apartment on West Eighty-seventh Street, WHERE my brother lives with his 
family today. I never contested Walt's right to

2014 Fox
  through the treacherous territories Mexico, up to here, is to end up back WHERE you started from, this would stop tomorrow. 
Of course, there is a

2015 GolfMag
  . # You recently acquired an oceanfront parcel a few miles south of Bandon Dunes WHERE you hope to build a municipal 
course, called Bandon Links and designed by Gil

2009Bk:Warbreaker
  adding something that looked like grass to her concoction, " assuming they're left WHERE Austre put them. We shouldn't use 
Austre's beauty to make ourselves more

2009 Redbook
  red ribbon, tie an amethyst to the foot of your bed on the side WHERE you sleep. It'll bring peace to partnerships and solidify 
and strengthen your bond

2013 PBS
  make the Affordable Care Act unaffordable. JAMIE-RICHARDSON, -# We can't foresee a future WHERE we're able to hire new hires 
as full-time employees. We're going to

2011 NBC_Dateline
  meeting with him on the 28th of October, not long after that trespassing incident WHERE the police officer pulled him over. 
Jennifer said he looked a little frumpy.

2008 TownCountry
  their host. After cocktails are served, everyone settles in the dining room, WHERE Basso seats himself by Caroline Hirsch, the 
comedy-club impresario. His rack of lamb

2012 NaturalHist
  was an Army brat, born in 1933 on Corregidor Island in the Philippines, WHERE my father, a physician and surgeon in the 
Army Medical Corps, was stationed



2015 NatlReview
  She knew poverty. For a while, she lived in Portland, Ore., WHERE her daughter Olga was managing a vintage-clothing shop. 
Svetlana spent her last few years

2008 AssocPress   . " And then the dust settles and we are 3-3. That's still WHERE we are. We've got a long way to go. " # Literally

2012 NYTimes
  , some at the University of North Texas Health Science Center in Fort Worth, WHERE his former boss at the F.B.I. lab, Bruce 
Budowle, is now the

2013 IowaRev   . Then the man laughed bitterly. " Do you think this is a village WHERE we feed the parts of people to animals? " He said it to shame

2009 MiddleEastQ
  that it was in detention, more so than in the alleyways of Baghdad, WHERE the worlds of coalition and insurgent forces met. 
To capitalize on this interaction,

2009 Chicago
  $155, one of these Rolls will be waiting for you at the airport, WHERE you'll be met by a Peninsula representative as soon as you 
step off the

2012 Denver
  four employees -- three of them teenagers -- at an Aurora Chuck E. Cheese restaurant WHERE he used to work. A fifth employee 
is shot in the face and survives

2015 Esquire
  Amigos raised me because my parents didn't have time. There's this scene WHERE Martin Short, Steve Martin, and Chevy Chase 
are all on horses in the

2011PBS_NewsHour
  Crisis Reporting. JUDY-WOODRUFF: Next: Arab nations step up the pressure on Syria, WHERE a bloody crackdown on dissidents 
has left at least 3,500 dead since March. Today

2008 BC_Primetime
  the symbols etched or engraved. Language unknown. When I got to the part WHERE there was the symbols on the side of the craft, 
I couldn't help

2009 ABC_20/20
  , his brother and sons. NADER-IBRAHIM-1MA# He was almost in a retirement mode, WHERE he was kind of leaving a lot of the 
work to his sons and to

2011 BoysLife
  FUTURE: Dillon won a full academic scholarship to the University of Southern California, WHERE he plans to major in 
astronautical engineering with a business minor. # -Kathleen Landis

2013 PopScience
  tanks 2 that hold 7.7 pounds of hydrogen. Two of the tanks are mounted WHERE the passenger seat would be; trunk tanks 
with double the pressure should suffice in

2009 CBS_Early
  We take you now to Boston and the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum WHERE Jim Axelrod is standing by. And Jim, 
I understand people have been stopping

2014 SatEvenPost
  and loping through the pastures with a in the heart of the Deep South, WHERE racial tensions ofblank look on his face. Oddly 
enough, the one person who

2009 Denver
  I didn't get to go edu-camping, one of Lang's favorite activities, WHERE guests sort of rough it by sleeping in a safari-style tent set 
up on a

2015 Ploughshares
  happening to me right then in a lake just two miles from my home, WHERE my father was living his last moments under 
the impression of being a man who

2011 PreachersAssault
  the Pacific Northwest WHERE those settlers would make their new homes. Independence was also WHERE the Santa Fe Trail 
began, but the wagons that followed that path weren't

2014QuestLastTheFatal
  , so he stepped out onto the threshold and looked down the smoke-filled street, WHERE he saw something that had not been seen 
in Syria in two hundred years:

2012 PCWorld
  Chat From Tango, # Another area attracting over-the-top innovation is video chat, WHERE two or more people use mobile phones 
or desktop connections to have a virtual-reality interaction



2011 DryGrassAugust
  were playing traveling, too. He squinted at the bottom of the bottle, WHERE a bubble of air was trapped in the thick glass, green 
and sparkling in

2011 Newsweek
  , drank on their hikes. So Don turned his kitchen into a makeshift lab WHERE he made a concentrated form of coffee grounds, 
which he then brought to his

2010 Houston
  # Would it not have been better to conduct some sort of a lottery system WHERE all who wanted a rebate could have applied over 
a several-week period and then the

2015 k:AsylumNovel
  clopping of the horses' hooves echoing off the buildings in the narrow streets, WHERE Rollerbladers skim along the waterfront, 
and museums guard the past and welcome the future

2011ongHappyLifeNovel
  of her white dress settled over his brown legs and covered the pouting little mouth WHERE the leech had been, and she asked 
him something she had wondered all afternoon

2012 ironmentalHealth
  also create new vectors for infectious diseases (Kloos 1990). For example, WHERE resettled populations live near newly 
constructed dams, they become exposed to health risks such

2013 CNN
  's no doubt about it. COSTELLO# And they have no idea, authorities, WHERE these guys are. ZARRELLA# Well, they believe that one 
of them -- they

2007 Analog
  " Lead on, Macduff. " They walked through the warehouse to the bay WHERE the tow truck stood. One end of the tarp had 
been released and pulled

2010 Astronomy
  be similar in mass and they need to orbit within a star's habitable zone WHERE liquid surface water could survive for billions of 
years. The detection ol these earthlike

2013 Denver
  The second petition accuses Morse in part of limiting public debate in the Senate, WHERE many Coloradans who showed up to 
testify at gun hearings were turned away because of

2015 CBS
  will be able to challenge a wide range of regulatory decisions by executive branch agencies WHERE there's a tension between what 
an administrative agency has said and the intention of

2013 Pittsburgh
  who thrived between 200 B.C. and 500 A.D. The Civil War veteran owned the farm WHERE an extensive archaeological dig took 
place near Chillicothe in 1891. Today, it is

2011 Atlantic
  # $51,618 # 2010 # SERVICE WORKER CENTERS # Tourist hubs and midsize towns, WHERE many workers live without benefits 
# $44,222 # 1980 # $41,775 # 2010 # EMPTYING

2011ongHappyLifeNovel
  wife and asked to be buried beside his mother and then forgot to tell them WHERE his mother was) and Miss Pauline, the size of 
a dressed rabbit,

2007 USAToday
  to tutor elementary school kids. He re-created the idea in Salem, Va., WHERE his family moved during his junior year of high school. 
# Blankenhorn hadn't

2012 :VariationsNovel
  the key to Building 4 of the row of projects behind the train station, WHERE he saw several families on a weekly basis, making 
sure they had not been

2011 TheatreForum
  box with some of my other papers. That and the lease to the house WHERE she lives. She lives there with her daughter. Our 
daughter. # A

2008 FantasySciFi
  as it had always been, a creased valley deep in the Shalled Mountains, WHERE the river in question, namely Gharrousel, came 
down from perpetually snowy peaks,

2012 ookMadnessCures
  # through which all things are known.I sat up on the bench in the courtyard WHERE I'd been napping, and parted the low branches 
of pomegranate. There he

2009 USAToday
  who share your interests, a direct contrast with a site such as Facebook, WHERE you attract largely those you knew or know. # " 
My teenage daughter is



2011 Antipodes
  a good thing on occasion, though you can see an inflexible element in it WHERE compromise would be impossible. Even back 
in Australia, a new government has recently

2012 Bk:Deadline
  Without too much fanfare, they made their way inside the musty old mansion, WHERE they were led to a small room on the 
third floor. The drapes were

2013 CNN
  to pay restitution, what they call here blood money. In a conservative country WHERE the death penalty is common, Saudi 
social media users were quick to express disgust

2007 MotherJones
  Cyprus, and perhaps most convincingly in the mining town of Libby, Montana, WHERE hundreds of residents have been 
diagnosed with asbestos-related diseases and many have died. After

2014k:BlackLizardBig
  of draughts than by all the elaborate frivolity of chess. In this latter, WHERE the pieces have different and bizarre motions, 
with various and variable values, what



SOURCE RELATIF CONJONCTION ENONCE

W_fict_drama   a bait so poorly covered as this! BELVILLE: I will not sue meanly WHERE I can command. I can not bear denial. If the terms I have

W_fict_drama
  word, I beseech you, sir... BELVILLE: The carriage shall convey you WHERE you will tomorrow morning. BELVILLE exits. MRS. 
JEWKES arrives with PAMELA's

W_fict_drama
  read this letter you will be far on your way to your father and mother WHERE you have so long desired to be, and I hope I 
shall forbear thinking

W_fict_drama
  after to come to town to settle matters and then to go down to her WHERE they are to live as man and wife. MRS. JEWKES 
exits. PAMELA

W_fict_drama
  noble of you. I love to hear the gentleman generous in points of honour WHERE the honour of our sex is concerned. 
BELVILLE: desperatelyOnce the Countess discovered I

W_fict_drama   , catches it and turns it over on to the top of his head, WHERE it sits. ROS comes, looks at it, puts it in his bag

W_fict_drama
  .) List of possible explanations. One. I'm willing it. Inside WHERE nothing shows, I am the essence of a man spinning double-
headed coins, and

W_fict_drama   , isn't it? (He laughs generously.) We'd be back WHERE we started -- improvising. ROS: Tumblers, are you? PLAYER: We

W_fict_drama
  from? PLAYER: Home. We're travelling people. We take our chances WHERE we find them. GUIL: It was chance, then? 
PLAYER: Chance

W_fict_drama   ... a summons... there must have been a moment, at the beginning, WHERE we could have said -- no. But somehow we missed it. (He

W_newsp_tabloid
  biggest ever legal rave. Ecstasy is also available at schools and at clubs, WHERE often special' chill-out' rooms are provided for 
users to recover from the effects

W_newsp_tabloid
  , including Renault and Citreon. And the group is big in gas-guzzling America, WHERE there are an incredible 125 million cars on 
the road. # PICK YOUR TOP

W_newsp_tabloid
  historic places to spend a bit of time, such as the ruined Norman castle WHERE Catherine Parr, sixth wife of Henry VIII, was born. It 
is also

W_newsp_tabloid
  needs white-knuckle theme parks when Corsica's waiting to be explored? The French island WHERE Napoleon was born can 
satisfy even the most thrill-hungry with nerve-racking clifftop drives, a

W_newsp_tabloid
  was worth every second because of the incredible views. We stopped off at Nonza WHERE the only sound to be heard in the 
morning air was children singing. And

W_newsp_tabloid
  Diamond Bingo card. Today we're off to the charming isle of St Lucia WHERE our winner and a friend will enjoy seven nights at the 
Le Sport Hotel,

W_newsp_tabloid
  ? In the capital Mogadishu we find the answer. We go to Digfer Hospital WHERE 15-year-old Abdul Kadir lies in the so-called 
recovery ward. He is living proof that

W_newsp_tabloid
  -rise one hundred giddy feet into the air then plunge headlong into the ruined castle WHERE you're sure to meet a fiendish 
surprise. Dare to enter the terrifying Beast

W_newsp_tabloid
  YOUR VEG PLOT # A POTAGER was just a grand name for a plot, WHERE vegetables were grown to make soup (potage), but now 
it means an

W_newsp_tabloid
  that the food is about to run out. Then we go to A, WHERE Ahmed languishes. Next to him lies Mohamed, suffering from 
tuberculosis as well as

Données extraites du BNC



W_newsp_tabloid
  to eat -- and the most fun -- is at the open-air food markets, WHERE you find a table then pick from a huge variety of Chinese, 
Indian and

W_newsp_tabloid
  even my husband. But that's typical of Cairo's famous Khanel Kalili bazaar WHERE haggling is the name of the game. The 
street market is a real Aladdin

W_newsp_tabloid
  of the game. The street market is a real Aladdin's cave of goodies WHERE you can pick up anything from hand painted 
papyrus pictures or exquisite glassware to jewellery

W_newsp_tabloid
  the Duchess took Wyatt on to a dinner party at top nightspot Annabel's, WHERE the two refused to be separated. Steve, asked to 
sit at another table

W_newsp_tabloid   ' In Housesitter we stuck mostly to the script. But there is one scene WHERE I fall over a sofa, which we added on the day of the shoot

W_newsp_tabloid
  fun pools # FUNCOAST WORLD # BOB'S your hilarious uncle at Funcoast World, WHERE Bob Monkhouse, TV's favourite 
comedian, will top the bill for the weekend

W_newsp_tabloid
  cautious. Hundreds if not thousands of people were shot and buried in the woods WHERE these bones were found.' Among 
them were rich aristocrats who would have had

W_newsp_tabloid
  Communist party boss in the 70s. When the surviving Romanovs asked for the house WHERE the Tsar was killed to be turned into 
a museum, Yeltsin and his Politburo

W_newsp_tabloid
  funeral for the family -- and even a' theme park' on the site WHERE they were dug up to commemorate the atrocity. And plans 
are already afoot to

W_newsp_tabloid
  In a long, frank interview with me this week at Guy's Hospital, WHERE he is now the head of Forensic Medicine, Dr West stuck to 
his original

W_newsp_tabloid
  this injury anywhere else in isolation.' I've seen one other case -- WHERE a woman fell on her face -- but in that case she had 
other facial

W_newsp_tabloid
  hotel for a week's luxury holiday. We can't let you know yet WHERE exactly you will have your wonderful week, because we want 
to keep it a

W_newsp_tabloid
  seats at the sold-out Rampage # DAME FOR A LAUGH # Introducing the game show WHERE nobody wins #' Privacy is a thing of 
the past' # TONY PURNELL

W_newsp_tabloid
  GAMBLING MAN: Beatty, below left. # TOWERING BEAUTY: The Excalibur, WHERE our winners will stay # LUCKY STRIKE 
FOR MADONNA # PAULINE McLEOD # NEW MOVIES

W_newsp_tabloid
  his only surviving child. Today Issi and thousands of children like him have hope WHERE they once had despair. And for that, on 
behalf of them, we

W_newsp_tabloid   I was desperate to buy it because it was made in Newton Le Willows, WHERE I now live. I'm going to be running it on the East Lancs

W_newsp_tabloid
  all sorts of spurious charges. The Great Escapes brochure lists more than 250 hotels WHERE you can use the vouchers. Their 
brochure claims:' All you have to

W_newsp_tabloid   me, you insult the Queen!' He then told Raine, 37, WHERE he intended to stick various parts of his anatomy. Beefy's wrath had been

W_newsp_tabloid
  razor's edge.'' Non-intervention' is routinely practised in British hospitals, WHERE life-prolonging treatment is halted at the request 
of patients who have had enough. Some

W_newsp_tabloid
  It could become enforceable in a court of law. # Debate Active euthanasia, WHERE intent to kill can be shown, still remains 
strictly illegal, whatever the wishes



W_newsp_tabloid
  of developing into pneumonia. The nurse in charge called us into the office, WHERE a young female duty doctor was waiting. The 
only way of halting the infection

W_newsp_tabloid
  indictment of education standards next autumn. But it's not only in the classroom WHERE Major's classless vision is torn to shreds, 
as a new EC report --

W_newsp_tabloid
  lemonade and frozen chips' More customers are flooding into Tesco's 401 stores, WHERE they spend an average 30 a week, but 
that's a three per cent

W_newsp_tabloid
  talent that followed him to the Foreign Office and to the Department of Health, WHERE he helped Ken Clarke take on hospital 
doctors attacking their tales of long hours as

W_newsp_tabloid
  monument to this inept government that British Aerospace is to close its Hatfield factory, WHERE the Mosquito fighter and 
other famous planes were made. But that was when Britain

W_newsp_tabloid
  's coping # SEEDY: Rumpled bed and empty bottles in the borrowed Fulham flat WHERE Mellor and Antonia met for their steamy 
love sessions # PALMY: The holiday villa

W_newsp_tabloid
  Always you find this exhilarating sense of freedom -- away from tourist honeypots like Killarney WHERE the pony and cart 
cowboys hassle coach parties unmercifully. Dingle, in the wild

W_newsp_tabloid
  next port of call: a well-established resort which is both elegant and friendly and WHERE you can see anything from classical 
concerts to dinosaur reconstructions. Head for Portsmouth and

W_newsp_tabloid
  because they feel they must or they think they've got to a certain age WHERE they have to do it.' As a result the majority of 
young girls

W_newsp_tabloid
  ' to a boy. It's embarrassing and they take advantage especially at parties WHERE some girls have had a lot to drink.' When it 
comes to sex

W_newsp_tabloid
  collecting your pictures today. Each one shows a map of the Grand Prix circuit WHERE Mansell beat the world, plus the finishing 
line-up of first, second and third

W_newsp_tabloid
  video libraries by October 18. Most of the action takes place in San Francisco WHERE the two lucky winners of our great contest 
will be heading for a sensational seven

W_newsp_tabloid
  in Edgeware, North London, who found last week they had a swimming pool WHERE the lounge used to be. # THE BIG BANG 
Thick black clouds hover over

W_newsp_tabloid
  pay 90 per cent of all claims on both general and life insurance policies. WHERE statutory cover is involved, such as for car insurance, 
any claims would be

W_newsp_tabloid
  Home Video release on October 14. It's mainly set in San Francisco, WHERE the two winners of our great contest will be heading for 
a sensational seven days

W_newsp_tabloid
  for six nights at the Tuscan Inn, on the world-famous Fisherman's Wharf, WHERE they'll enjoy FREE use of a Tropical USA Rent-A-
Car. Warner Home Video will

W_newsp_tabloid
  firsts in a season. Each sticker shows a map of the Grand Prix circuit WHERE Mansell beat the world to win his crown, plus 
the finishing line-up of first

W_newsp_tabloid
  Like Oxford's Morse, his beat is a beautiful cultural city -- Florence, WHERE museums burst with works by old masters 
like Michelangelo, Botticelli and Leonardo Da Vinci

W_newsp_tabloid
  firsts in a season. Each sticker shows a map of the Grand Prix circuit WHERE Mansell beat the world to win his crown, plus 
the finishing line-up of first

W_newsp_tabloid
  at the memory. Even though a stand-in stepped into his shoes for the scene WHERE he uses the snappers as stepping 
stones. Stuntmen and stand-ins are the real heroes



W_newsp_tabloid
  was grabbed by Banda's goons, thrown into a cell without a window, WHERE he could barely stand up, and (much later) charged 
with sedition.

W_newsp_tabloid
  time to time one is brought in for overseas work in parts of the world WHERE the old English system of justice still applies.' 
I'm surprised to learn

W_newsp_tabloid   . Says Morrissey:' If as a child, you live in an environment WHERE your parents don't get on, it's quite crippling. Even if you

W_newsp_tabloid
  firsts in a season. Each sticker shows a map of the Grand Prix circuit WHERE he beat the world to win his crown, plus the finishing 
line-up of first

W_newsp_tabloid
  in dry centrally heated rooms. Ideally, they should be kept in the open WHERE they get good light, but are not exposed to 
severe winds. They can

W_newsp_tabloid
  San Diego Wild Animal Park is the best kind of' zoo' -- one WHERE the people are rounded up and the animals wander free. Herds 
of antelope and

W_newsp_tabloid
  sweet harmony singing is in complete contrast to their background- the brutal streets of Philadelphia WHERE many of their 
friends and family have been victims of violence or bloody murder.

W_newsp_tabloid
  buying his first home in' mean street,' Philadelphia, the tough district WHERE his father and several friends were killed. Speaking 
to me in New Orleans during

W_newsp_tabloid
  she was given 50,000 from the fund to buy her famous Colherne Court flat, WHERE she lived until her engagement to Charles. It 
was sold after the wedding for

W_newsp_tabloid
  first met her when she began coming to Althorp and into the Northampton hairdressing salon WHERE I worked. I was a teenager 
-- and she was a 46-year-old mother of

W_newsp_tabloid
  proved too much for the fragile beauty. A guest at the Los Angeles hotel WHERE the 30,000 video was shot revealed:' Sade kept 
on having to hold her

W_newsp_tabloid
  is not excessive when compared to cities like New York, Washington and New Orleans WHERE British tourist Julie Stott 
from Manchester was shot dead last April while strolling through the

W_newsp_tabloid
  . In the chaos nobody noticed.' A squad car took him to hospital WHERE he died. Robert, of the Royal Signals Regiment, was on 
leave from

W_newsp_tabloid
  a rugby club dance. Agricultural expert Graham Thomas, 38, left the marquee WHERE the dance was held with his wife Julie. 
They became separated near the river

W_newsp_tabloid
  MASS hysteria is being studied by psychologists at a village in Tripura, India, WHERE singing, crying mobs have terrified 
other residents. # Hair loom # A DESCENDANT

W_newsp_tabloid
  Medical staff were entranced by her floor-show at Pittsburg Children's Hospital, Pennsylvania, WHERE she underwent a 15 1/2-
hour liver and bowel swap three months ago. One official

W_newsp_tabloid
  heels. Christopher, of Bognor Regis, Sussex, was rushed to hospital, WHERE he spent five days recovering from his ordeal. His 
parents have had to extend

W_newsp_tabloid
  when the stallion donkey attacked. Alec Davies, whose son runs the guest house WHERE the Rogers family were staying, said:' 
The boy was left in a

W_newsp_tabloid
  personal plea to save the job of the detective caught off guard at the pool WHERE Fergie was snapped topless. But the officer still 
lost his royal minder post yesterday

W_newsp_tabloid
  they had received an alert with a bona fide code.' We searched anywhere WHERE something might be hidden.' Later we were 
told there had been an incident



W_newsp_tabloid   .' But the family were together for a tour of Harry's dormitory, WHERE the new boy -- known at Ludgrove as a' squit' -- will sleep

W_newsp_tabloid
  still smiling, though Diana looked tense -- were driven home to Kensington Palace, WHERE they spent the evening together. # 
Focus Charles had earlier cut short two engagements

W_newsp_tabloid
  broken leg, broken arm and internal injuries. Both were rushed to Frimley Park WHERE Hannah was delivered. The driver, 47-year-
old Jill Gunns, of Blackwater, has

W_newsp_tabloid
  game.' The court heard that customs men later went to a Surrey hotel WHERE they recorded several messages of people trying 
to contact Melms. He denies drug smuggling

W_newsp_tabloid
  memories for Romanians.' Jackson's concert will take place at the National Stadium WHERE the old Communist Party held 
many rallies. It coincides with the launch of his

W_newsp_tabloid
  reasonable bedside manner' and got on well with the patients at the geriatric hospital WHERE he worked. But he was' bogus, a 
sham, an imposter'

W_newsp_tabloid
  of the. Desperate holiday-makers are forced to go to local bureaux de change, WHERE they get very poor rates for sterling. # 
Advice Even Barclays Bank has felt

W_newsp_tabloid
  crop of presenters lined up on the steps of the same church outside Broadcasting House WHERE the original team -- Terry 
Wogan, Bob Holness, Jimmy Young and all --

W_newsp_tabloid
  Murray, managing director of the International Freight firm in Small Heath, Birmingham, WHERE Carolyn has worked for three 
years.' She really has been a menace,

W_newsp_tabloid
  driven by Anthony Gallagher. His Escort clipped the pavement and somersaulted onto the verge WHERE the children sat on a bench. 
# Racing Gallagher, 22, a machine

W_newsp_tabloid
  # GUILTY: Shaun Gooch before his jail sentence # DEATH SPOT: The road WHERE the children died is strewn with flowers # Wok's 
all this... # AN

W_newsp_tabloid
  were damaged, causing overheating. Mid-Glamorgan fire chief Don Williams said:' Wires WHERE they enter the appliance 
can become frayed with a lot of use.' #

W_newsp_tabloid
  They blew 700,000 in just 18 months. Matt now lives in Los Angeles, WHERE he is trying to launch a solo career. # SELLING: Luke 
# MYSTERY

W_newsp_tabloid
  admitted his part in a racket to slip the documents on to the black market WHERE they were worth 40,000 each. Jailing him for 
three years, Judge Gerald Butler

W_newsp_tabloid
  Cinderella. The ex-England prop will play Lord Chancellor at Bath's Theatre Royal, WHERE he's sure to have a ball! # AIRPORT 
SCRAPS CHECKS # BRITAIN will

W_newsp_tabloid
  Terrible The Amsterdam horror also brought back chilling memories for the people of Lockerbie, WHERE 270 died when a Pan 
Am jumbo was blasted out of the sky by a

W_newsp_tabloid
  Dresden, a hotbed of neo-Nazism. Extra security has been ordered in the city WHERE 40,000 civilians died in an RAF raid in 1945. 
A spokeswoman for the far-right

W_newsp_tabloid
  some of the excesses of violence as well.' Another scene cut was one WHERE a man's brains are splattered over a window.' 
Mr Mahoney added:

W_newsp_tabloid
  rocker's glasses caught the eye at a glittering showbiz charity ball in Hollywood -- WHERE he and Rachel were a focus of attention 
all night. Everyone agreed they looked

W_newsp_tabloid
  &; 9 # DEVASTATION: Smouldering ruins are all that is left of the spot WHERE the doomed Israeli jumbo jet sliced through a block 
of flats in Amsterdam. Picture



W_newsp_tabloid
  passengers and 12 crew on board. # CARNAGE: Flames billow from the crater WHERE the huge jet finally came to rest after ripping 
a canyon through the shattered Amsterdam

W_newsp_tabloid
  Feared Up to 30 victims could have died in a basement community centre directly below WHERE the jumbo jet struck. It crashed in 
a fireball early on Sunday evening,

W_newsp_tabloid
  AT SCHOOL # GRIEF stricken children arrived weeping yesterday at one local secondary school -- WHERE two pupils were among 
the missing.' It is a nightmare for us,

W_newsp_tabloid
  enough time off to enjoy it.' Elliott was educated at Malvern College, WHERE his life was hell. He once returned to his old school 
and told staff

W_newsp_tabloid
  mother-of-four Gezda Mostaard, 42. She saw the flaming jet slam into the block WHERE her friends lived 100 yards away. She 
said:' Its nose hit the

W_newsp_tabloid
  her with cold water.' Parts of her clothing were fused to her body WHERE they had melted on. Horror' There were tears in her 
eyes, even

W_newsp_tabloid
  Mick lay alongside watching. The sex sessions were described at Newcastle Crown Court, WHERE the 44-year-old woman has 
pleaded not guilty to the murder of her husband. #

W_newsp_tabloid
  National Westminster Bank in Panton Street. The casualties were detained at the Westminster Hospital WHERE the woman was 
being treated for back injuries and the men for shock. #

W_newsp_tabloid
  The blast came at 1.48 a.m. not far from the Comedy Theatre in the street WHERE there are several restaurants. Anti Terrorists 
Squad Officers were at the scene and police

W_newsp_tabloid
  but since then he has been sold to Spurs. But it is in defence WHERE Clough faces his biggest problem -- now that he no longer 
has Des Walker.

W_newsp_tabloid
  go back to Canada.' That is presumably via Pennsylvania's Pocono Hills, WHERE Lewis has his training camp for the 
Ruddock showdown. Lewis, with his trans-Atlantic

W_newsp_tabloid
  we have a school of excellence for soccer, why not a school for whingers WHERE they could go in an effort to be cured? I am 
sure Lennie Lawrence

W_newsp_tabloid
  complete personal details. But Jones decided to turn down his old Wimbledon club, WHERE he made his name as one of the 
Crazy Gang. Both Chelsea and Wimbledon

W_newsp_tabloid
  .' I just can't watch myself,' he said in Santander yesterday WHERE he has joined up with the England team to watch tonight's 
match against Spain

W_newsp_tabloid
  # Durie's Sheri party # SPURS star Gordon Durie hopes to carry on today WHERE he left off with new striking partner 
Teddy Sheringham. They both scored against Sheffield

W_newsp_tabloid
  shoulders while figuratively dropping Exhibits A to Z down the nearest grid. A game WHERE the Test and County Cricket Board 
yearns for powers that would allow Allan Lamb to

W_newsp_tabloid
  no-one of sufficient stature.' We didn't want to be another Surrey, WHERE Rudi Bryson has been a disaster.' But Close, who 
is considering whether

W_newsp_tabloid
  Deane. But County's record 750,000 signing decided to stay at Meadow Lane, WHERE he has scored only once since moving 
last November. The 28-year-old striker was recently

W_newsp_tabloid   to my face and was just getting up when a huge piece of glass fell WHERE my neck had been. I'm lucky to be alive.' Way was

W_newsp_tabloid   to prove to everyone as well.' I'm not surprised to see them WHERE they are. They are a good bunch of lads and there's a lot



W_newsp_tabloid
  had been expected to travel north to last night's clash at Ewood Park, WHERE money-bags Rovers lost 3-2 against Everton and 
missed their chance to bounce back to the

W_newsp_tabloid
  all today.' Mansell, 39, is still young by Indy standards, WHERE drivers compete and win well into their fifties. He has been pursued 
all year

W_newsp_tabloid
  bid to cover all the angles.' My son Michael rode him at Newcastle WHERE they were second to Venture Capitalist and felt that a 
visor would help the horse

W_newsp_tabloid
  the public. The Norwegians won't be easy at Wembley. They are strongest WHERE England are weakest -- in midfield. They will 
come with six World Cup points

W_newsp_tabloid
  of Lisa, who has booked into an hotel close to the Los Angeles clinic WHERE Lake is recovering. City manager Peter Reid said:' 
The idea came from

W_newsp_tabloid
  Spurs and it will be a very big step to get into a competitive game WHERE there will be no quarter given or asked.' If Dino Zoff 
decides to

W_newsp_tabloid
  in the small hours of Wednesday night when the England manager returned from Oslo -- WHERE he watched Norway beat Holland 2- 
1 -- and McMenemy returned from Rome. # Ordeal

W_newsp_tabloid
  attitude. He had spent the week driving back and forth between Blackburn and Southampton WHERE his wife gave birth last 
Monday to their first child. But Shearer took it

W_newsp_tabloid   .' Chelsea bought me to score, but I don't know when or WHERE the next one is coming from.' The little Scot plays with his heart

W_newsp_tabloid
  three-match suspension.' Hopefully I will reap the benefit of that at Arsenal, WHERE we will all have to be in top form to 
get anything.' Goal-shy

W_newsp_tabloid   . He adds:' I don't like living like a big star -- WHERE everyone has the potential to hurt you or want something from you.' I

W_newsp_tabloid
  Royle has named five Goodison old boys in the 16-man squad to face the club WHERE he started his career. The Oldham 
manager added:' It is always nice

W_newsp_tabloid
  ! -YEAH! # KEEGANMANIA AS THE EX-BEATLE HITS LONDON TOWN # KEV GETS BACK WHERE HE BELONGS # NIGEL CLARKE # 
BRENTFORD 1 NEWCASTLE 2 KEVIN KEEGAN'S Geordie dream

W_newsp_tabloid
  :' I'm sure she will do everything in her power to keep equestrianism WHERE it belongs as a strong and integral part of the 
Olympic movement.' Speaking

W_newsp_tabloid
  part of the Olympic movement.' Speaking at Barcelona's Real Club de Polo WHERE British riders are competing in the dressage, 
the Major hit back at Pound's

W_newsp_tabloid
  postmarked. # LIVELY LETTERS # (-----) (-----) writes: MY HOBBY is coarse fishing, WHERE the art is in the catching of the fish, 
not eating them. Each

W_newsp_tabloid
  . He could. Until 1979 the British Rail over-night sleepers docked at Dover, WHERE the train was shunted on to the ferry, split in 
two, one part

W_newsp_tabloid
  Nick Moore first wrote to me from Ashwell prison, Leics, in January, WHERE he was serving seven years -- for building 
society robberies in Derby.' I

W_newsp_tabloid
  at least for some categories of murder.. # WHAT sort of country is it WHERE we are told we can't pay tribute to our heroes? 
The Defence Ministry

W_newsp_tabloid
  is advising customers to get out of their Higher Interest and Seven Day Accounts, WHERE rates will be CUT by one per cent 
after August 31, and to put
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  first job for the Beeb was an athletics meeting at Bradford in the 1950s, WHERE four-minute miler Roger Bannister was running. 
The BBC told him he'd made a

W_newsp_tabloid
  Surely not! Anyway, he didn't. A cold Catalan beauty told him WHERE he could go to buy one. # THE Queen Mum, Princess 
Margaret and

W_newsp_tabloid
  Offbeat Associations, Fan Clubs and Microsocieties You Can Join, lists hundreds of groups WHERE even folks with the most 
unusual interests can find kindred spirits. Among them are

W_newsp_tabloid
  more selfish Britain. More damningly, it has abandoned the' underclass' -- WHERE the desperate poor are driven to petty 
offences. Even the country's top cop

W_newsp_tabloid
  they lose around 3.2 billion a year and the losses are growing. Burglary -- WHERE it's reckoned that a only tiny proportion are 
ever caught -- nets 590 million

W_newsp_tabloid
  a supermarket whilst her husband is having a very public nervous breakdown in the school WHERE he teaches. # FEELING PAST: 
Irons and Cusack # TAKE' EM FOR

W_newsp_tabloid
  . True, they were were taken in the heady surrounding of St Tropez, WHERE every girl takes' em off, and WHERE Fergie and Johnny 
and Bea and

W_newsp_tabloid   eight years ago:' If I said to somebody:' Put your hand WHERE you think mine is', they could actually feel it.' # SPOOKY

W_newsp_tabloid
  Motor Museum. Nearby, at Buckler's Hard, we wandered in the village WHERE Lord Nelson's wooden warships were built. We 
went for a cruise on the

W_newsp_tabloid
  . The only sunlight she sees filters into the tiny courtyard of the apartment block WHERE 10 families live and pray together in 
the cellar. In World War II,

W_newsp_tabloid
  father's Amsterdam warehouse. She was finally discovered and taken to a concentration camp WHERE she died. Marina is a 
new Anne Frank, one of 80,000 frightened children

W_newsp_tabloid
  From the roof, they fire grenades which rain down on Marina and the flats WHERE thousands of other terrified women and 
children hide. Half a mile up the hill

W_newsp_tabloid
  , of course. But they did manage to get as far as Wales, WHERE the foothills of Snowdonia passed for the Karakoram 
mountains.' Hardly had I arrived

W_newsp_tabloid
  for the law on euthanasia to be clarified. It should be stated publicly that WHERE two independent doctors agree there is no hope 
of recovery, patients should be allowed

W_newsp_tabloid
  -- might have the answer to their dilemma but there's nobody to hear it WHERE he is... stuck between Heaven and earth. # 
VICTIMS: Tony above,

W_newsp_tabloid
  was ideal for winding down. Nearby, you can visit the waterfall at Sillans WHERE brave bathers plunge into the rocky pools or 
the caves at Villecroze once inhabited by

W_newsp_tabloid
  n't miss the amazing Gorge du Verdon, a European version of the Grand Canyon WHERE the river wends between 500-metre 
cliffs. We hired a pedalo on the man-made Lac

W_newsp_tabloid
  schools will lead to more selection. The horror world of the novel 1984, WHERE the proles live in no-go areas with no jobs, 
draws ever nearer. The

W_newsp_tabloid
  THE plant is Phoenix dactylifera, which grows quite fast and large. Put it WHERE it gets as much sun as possible. Keep the soil-
based compost moist in the

W_newsp_tabloid
  refugees to the coastal town of Split. From there, they drove to Zagreb WHERE they caught a plane to Heathrow.' The first 
time Natasha saw England,
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  passionately in education and hard work. He went to a good local school, WHERE at 16 he put together a weekly' radio' 
programme on the loudspeakers,

W_newsp_tabloid
  Moslem brothers were arrested 10 weeks ago and thrown into the notorious Omarska concentration camp WHERE they were 
split up. Sead, a 26-year-old TV technician, used to tip
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